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ABSTRACT

Persistent winter ridging events are a consistent feature of meteorological drought across the western and

southwestern United States. In this study, a ridge detection algorithm is developed and applied on daily geo-

potential height anomalies to track and quantify the diversity of individual ridge characteristics (e.g., position,

frequency, magnitude, extent, and persistence). Three dominant ridge types are shown to play important, but

differing, roles for influencing the location of landfalling atmospheric rivers (ARs), precipitation, and subse-

quently meteorological drought. For California, a combination of these ridge types is important for influencing

precipitation deficits on daily through seasonal time scales, indicating the various pathways by which ridging can

induce drought. Furthermore, both the frequency of ridge types and reduced AR activity are necessary features

for explaining drought variability on seasonal time scales across thewestern and southwestern regions. The three

ridge types are found to be associated in different ways with various remote drivers and modes of variability,

highlighting possible sources of subseasonal-to-seasonal (S2S) predictability. A comparison between ridge types

shows that anomalously large and persistent ridging events relate to different Rossby wave trains across the

Pacific with different preferential upstream locations of tropical heating. For the ‘‘South-ridge’’ type, centered

over the Southwest, a positive trend is found in both the frequency and persistence of these events across recent

decades, likely contributing to observed regional drying. These results illustrate the utility of feature tracking for

characterizing a wider range of ridging features that collectively influence precipitation deficits and drought.

1. Introduction

Precipitation across the western and southwestern

United States is characterized by large seasonality,

variability, and relatively small annual mean totals

(Pandey et al. 1999; Dettinger et al. 2011). In California,

almost all precipitation falls during the months of

October–March, with interannual variability in precip-

itation (relative to the mean) among the highest across

the continental United States (CONUS). In that regard, a

relatively small number of storms, often in the form of

atmospheric rivers (ARs), can play a key role in deter-

mining the outcome of a wet or dry water year (Dettinger

2013). The recent winter of 2015/16 highlighted the
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immense challenge of seasonal forecasting across these

regions. The expectation of drought-breaking precipita-

tion relief, due to the development of one of the largest El

Niño events in recent times, wasmet with the continuation

of average or below-average precipitation (Lee et al. 2018;

Jong et al. 2018; Chen and Kumar 2018; Singh et al. 2018).

While recognizing the immense scientific challenge, im-

proving the reliability of precipitation forecasts beyond

‘‘weather time scales’’ and into the subseasonal-to-

seasonal (S2S; from 2 weeks to 2 years) range is of great

interest and value to water resource managers in this re-

gion of intrinsically high hydroclimatic variability (Rayner

et al. 2005; Morss et al. 2008; Vitart et al. 2017)

While drought characteristics differ between events, a

proximate cause common to meteorological drought in

this region is recognized as a broad positive and persis-

tent geopotential height anomaly near or just offshore

of the west coast of North America (e.g., Seager and

Henderson 2016; Swain et al. 2016, 2017), despite some

variability in ridging between drought events (Cook

et al. 2018). This anomalous ridging was particularly

pronounced across the winters of 2012–16, when severe

drought impacted most of the western and southwestern

United States. Nicknamed the ‘‘ridiculously resilient ridge’’

(Swain 2015) due to its unusual persistence across consec-

utive winters, this event played an active role in diverting

winter storms, including ARs, away from California

and surrounding regions (Swain et al. 2014) as was

common during historical periods of drought (e.g.,

Cayan and Roads 1984; Mundhenk et al. 2016; Guirguis

et al. 2018).

A grand challenge for improving S2S forecasting re-

lates to better understanding different remote drivers of

ridging events and their precursors. Recently, a number

of studies have probed links between various modes of

variability and the likelihood of ARs making landfall

across the western United States (e.g., Guan et al. 2012,

2013; Guan and Waliser 2015; Baggett et al. 2017;

Guirguis et al. 2018, 2019; DeFlorio et al. 2018, 2019;

Mundhenk et al. 2018; Zhou and Kim 2018). These

studies have highlighted potential ‘‘forecasts of oppor-

tunity’’ for extendedAR landfall predictability over S2S

time scales, arising from the influence of different modes

of variability including El Niño–Southern Oscillation

(ENSO), the Pacific–North American teleconnection

pattern (PNA), the Madden–Julian oscillation (MJO),

and the quasi-biennial oscillation (QBO). A somewhat

smaller set of studies, discussed below, have closely ex-

amined similar forecasts of opportunity for ridging as

they relate to the deficit of ARs and precipitation across

the region.

Recent studies focusing on the remote drivers of ridg-

ing have given much attention to winters of the 2012–16

drought period that spanned California and parts of the

U.S. Southwest. In particular, the relative influence on

drought-related ridging from tropical sea surface tem-

peratures (SSTs), sea ice, and internal atmospheric dy-

namics has been subject to recent debate across this event

(e.g., Seager et al. 2015; Seager and Henderson 2016;

Teng and Branstator 2017; Swain et al. 2017; Peng et al.

2019; Singh et al. 2018; Chen and Kumar 2018). Seager

et al. (2015) and subsequently Seager and Henderson

(2016) usedmodel experiments to target optimal patterns

of tropical Indo-Pacific SSTs that best reproduced the

observed extratropical circulation response. The authors

found that the model response was weaker than the ob-

served response but concluded that important drivers

include awarmSSTanomaly in thewestern Pacific, a cool

anomaly in the central Pacific, and a weakwarm anomaly

in the Indian Ocean. Teng and Branstator (2017) found

that extreme ridges that occurred duringwinters of 2013/14

and 2014/15 to be part of a continuum of (near-) circum-

global patterns. These circumglobal patterns are trapped in

the mean Pacific jet and influenced by the waveguiding

effect of the jet. Model simulations suggest that extreme

ridges similar to those observed between 2013 and 2015

can bedriven by internalmidlatitude dynamics alone in the

absence of any significant tropical forcing. However, Teng

and Branstator (2017) also found that tropical heating

anomalies in key regions in the western Pacific, which do

not necessarily depend on ENSO, can excite circula-

tion anomalies favorable for extreme ridges, broadly in

agreement with Seager and Henderson (2016).

Other recent studies have placed greater emphasis

on the importance of tropical and high-latitude forcing.

Peng et al. (2019) showed that the influence of tropical

forcing was highly variable between months across the

winter of 2013/14, and this may be obscured if the sea-

sonal mean is considered in isolation. The authors con-

clude that MJO-like tropical heating across December

2013 played a large role, after which internal dynamics

maintained and amplified this influence across the

remainder of the winter season. Swain et al. (2017)

derived a relatively simple empirical model from ob-

servations to predict ridging as a linear combination of

sea ice and SST in different regions, giving focus to the

longer historical period (i.e., from 1979 to the present).

Although such a model does not explicitly account

for random internal dynamical variability, these simple

empirical relationships were, to some extent, capable of

predicting the winter ridging conditions (based on au-

tumn conditions) during the 2015/16 El Niño event,

whichwere not well predicted by dynamicalmodels (e.g.,

Jong et al. 2018). While the studies described above reach

somewhat differing conclusions regarding the specific rel-

ative importance of remote drivers, a common theme is
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that some combination of tropical forcing and internal

atmospheric variability acting constructively can be im-

portant to drought-relevant ridging in these regions. On

the other hand, it appears that in certain cases, internal

atmospheric variability alone can play a dominant role in

driving extreme ridges in any given winter month/season.

In cases where tropical forcing is apparent, tropical Rossby

wave sources, from regions independent of ENSO, can

also play an important role. Further understanding the

various processes/phenomena that drive ridging variability

and persistence is key to quantifying ridging predictability

on S2S time scales, and in turn drought predictability, in

the western and southwestern United States.

The studies described above have tended to charac-

terize ridging based on domain-averagedmonthly/seasonal

height anomalies or correlation with past seasonal

analogs. However, even during periods of multiyear

drought, drought-related ridging can exhibit consider-

able variability across time (on submonthly time scales)

and across space (i.e., along the West Coast of the

United States). As such, useful spatial and temporal

information can be lost through monthly/seasonal av-

eraging over a prescribed domain. Evidence in support of

this is also provided by Cook et al. (2018), where the

authors define different drought types based on typically

recurrent spatial patterns of drought. The authors find

that different spatial patterns of drought over the western

United States relate to distinct patterns of SST with

different degrees of tropical forcing versus internal at-

mospheric dynamics, while similar drought events can

be forced by rather different atmospheric ridging pat-

terns (when averaged seasonally). In the present study,

we take a different approach by introducing a ridge de-

tection algorithm to track and quantify characteristics of

daily geopotential height anomalies associated with pre-

cipitation deficits. The output of the ridge detection algo-

rithm is then used to quantify the general characteristics of

tracked ridges and how their spatial structure can influence

ARs, precipitation, andmeteorological drought differently

across the western and southwestern regions. We then

show that separating out different ridging types, through

feature tracking, can provide new insights into trends and

possible remote sources of predictability.

2. Data and methods

a. Data

Daily mean geopotential height at 500 hPa from three

different reanalysis products were used in this study:

MERRA-2 (Gelaro et al. 2017), 20CRV2c (Compo et al.

2011), and ERA-Interim (Dee et al. 2011). These three

products were considered to test the sensitivity of results

to the particular choice of reanalysis. The use of the ex-

tended record 20CRV2c reanalysis (here analyzed for the

period 1950–2014) enabled consideration of ridging var-

iability and trends prior to the satellite era, while bearing

in mind the additional uncertainty associated with this

earlier period. Daily geopotential height anomalies (Z500)

were constructed in all reanalyses as departures from the

long-term (i.e., across all years) monthly mean in daily

fields on a gridcell basis, and used as input to a ridge

detection algorithm (see details in section 2b).

MERRA-2 was also used as input to theAR detection

algorithm of Guan and Waliser (2015), where 6-hourly

integrated water vapor transport (IVT) was computed

from specific humidity and wind fields between 1000

and 300 hPa, inclusive. The Guan and Waliser (2015)

AR detection algorithm labels atmospheric rivers based

upon all of the following conditions being met: IVT

exceeding the 85th percentile (seasonal and grid cell-

based), IVT exceeding a fixed minimum IVT limit of

100 kgm21 s21, length/width ratio greater than 2, and

length greater than 2000km. Other conditions and jus-

tification for these thresholds are discussed in detail in

Guan and Waliser (2015).

To diagnose different sources of upstream Rossby

wave activity that potentially influence ridging across

the target region, velocity potential anomalies and wave

activity flux (WAF) [Takaya and Nakamura 2001, their

Eq. (1.0)] were computed fromMERRA-2. TheWAF is

derived from the conservation of wave-activity pseu-

domomentum, with WAF vectors parallel to the group

velocity of a stationary Rossby wave, thus providing an

intuitive view of the pathway of Rossby wave packets

through time. Following Takaya and Nakamura (2001)

[see Eq. (38) therein] the horizontal wave activity fluxW

at 250-hPa (here ignoring the vertical) is given by
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where p 5 (pressure/1000 hPa), a is Earth’s radius,

f and l are latitude and longitude, U and V are the

time-averaged 250-hPa zonal and meridional winds,

and c0 is the 250-hPa perturbation streamfunction

where a 10-day low-pass filter has been applied.

The velocity potential (VP) at 250-hPa was also com-

puted from horizontal wind components. VP is the in-

verse Laplacian of the divergence, which acts as a strong

spatial smoother such that upper-level VP may be used

to describe broad regions of large upper-level diver-

gence (Hendon 1986). VP anomalies were computed as

departures from the long-term monthly mean in daily

fields on a gridcell basis, where a negative (positive) VP

anomaly represents broad areas of enhanced (suppressed)

convection.

Gridded monthly precipitation data were used to

compute state-averaged and basin-averaged precipita-

tion and drought measures. Since precipitation datasets

over CONUS can diverge for precipitation estimates

over some regions and aspects of precipitation (e.g.,

Gibson et al. 2019), initial sensitivity testing was per-

formed to compare drought measures between various

datasets (Fig. S1 in the online supplemental material).

Based on this, the NOAA nClimGrid dataset (Vose

et al. 2014) was chosen for subsequent analysis, given its

close agreement with the PRISM dataset (Thornton

et al. 2016) and its long length of record (early twentieth

century to the present). Drought was defined as mete-

orological drought, based on the standardized precipi-

tation index 3-month (SPI-3) (Hayes et al. 1999). SPI-3

is a simple statistical-based index that evaluates how

anomalously wet or dry the previous 3 months were

compared to climatology and, through standardization,

can be properly compared across regions with notably

different climates. Here we fit the gamma distribution to

raw precipitation data to compute SPI-3. To analyze

covariability between precipitation and large-scale cir-

culation, the daily precipitation rate from MERRA-2

was also analyzed from the variable M2CORR. This

variable is the observation-corrected version ofMERRA-2

precipitation, and was analyzed due to its reduced un-

certainty over land (Reichle et al. 2017) and its dynamical

consistency with the atmospheric circulation conditions

being analyzed in this study.

Ridging variability was investigated in relation to

various remote drivers in both the tropics and high

latitudes including ENSO, tropical SSTs in the western

Pacific region, the Pacific meridional mode (PMM),

the MJO, the Arctic Oscillation (AO), and sea ice ex-

tent variability. ENSO indices included in our analysis

were the equatorial Southern Oscillation (SOI-EQ) and

the Niño-3.4 and Niño-4 indices. The SOI-EQ represents

the large-scale zonal atmospheric response to ENSO,

defined as the standardized anomaly of the mean sea

level pressure difference between regions in the western

and eastern equatorial Pacific. The Niño-3.4 (58N–58S,
1708–1208W) and Niño-4 (central equatorial Pacific; 58N–

58S, 1608E–1508W) indices detail tropical Pacific SST

variability related to ENSO. A further SST region of

interest was defined, based on SSTs in the western

Pacific region (SST-WP), calculated as the linearly de-

trended area-weighted monthly mean standardized SST

anomaly (08–208N, 1208–1508E). The PMM is the leading

mode of non-ENSO coupled ocean-atmosphere variability

in the Pacific basin (Chiang and Vimont 2004; Amaya

2019), defined by applying maximum covariance analy-

sis (MCA) to detrended tropical Pacific SST and 10-m

wind anomalies (208S–308N, 1758E–858W) and with linear

regression first applied to remove the concurrent ENSO

influence.

The phase and amplitude of theMJOwas also included

in our analysis, representing the dominant component of

intraseasonal atmospheric variability in the tropics. The

MJO was here defined based on the commonly used

real-time multivariate MJO RMM index (Wheeler and

Hendon 2004). To filter out weaker MJO events, only

events with an RMM index magnitude greater than 1

were considered. TheAO (Thompson andWallace 1998)

is defined as the first EOF of monthly Z1000 poleward

of 208N, the positive phase of the AO is characterized

by broad regions of positive Z1000 anomalies in the

midlatitudes of the North Pacific and North Atlantic

Oceans and negative anomalies over much of theArctic.

Correlations between monthly SST variability and ridging

were also analyzed to further consider regions outside of

those dominated by ENSO and MJO variability. Monthly

SST data were from Centennial in situ Observation-Based

Estimates 2 SST v2 (COBE-SST2; Hirahara et al. 2014).

Sensitivity testing of ridging-SST correlations with an

alternate SST dataset (ERSSTv5; Huang et al. 2017)

revealed very similar results (not shown).

Arctic sea ice variability was analyzed from the updated

HadISST v2.1 dataset (Titchner and Rayner 2014) for key

regions following Swain et al. (2017): the Barents–Kara

region (BK; 608–858N, 408–1008E) and theBering–Chukchi
region (BC; 608–858N, 1608E–1408W). These regions were

chosen based on a possible (but debated) causal link to

California precipitation described in Swain et al. (2017) and

references therein. The spatial extent anomalies of sea ice

covered grid cells (where ‘‘ice covered’’ was defined based

on grid cells where sea ice concentration .50%) were

computed as anomalies from the long-term mean.

b. Ridge detection algorithm

The terms ‘‘ridging’’ and ‘‘blocking’’ cover a diverse

range of synoptic patterns and a number of definitions

2488 JOURNAL OF CL IMATE VOLUME 33



have emerged in recent years (Woollings et al. 2018).

These indices can be broadly grouped in terms of ab-

solute (e.g., Woollings et al. 2008; Davini et al. 2012;

Masato et al. 2013) or departure fields (e.g., Dole 1986;

Renwick 2005; Parsons et al. 2016; Liu et al. 2018).

Two-dimensional absolute approaches tend to give

focus to Rossby wave breaking that recognize blocking

as a high–low dipole with reversed meridional gradients

of geopotential height across the mid- to high latitudes.

In contrast, departure methods [sometimes referred to

as persistent positive anomalies (PPA)] define blocking

more broadly in terms of persistent departures above

the time-mean geopotential height field to empha-

size the broad anomalous two-dimensional area of the

blocking high.

For the purposes of this study, we carried out an

initial examination of which approach to defining

blocking/ridging (i.e., blocking defined based on abso-

lute or departure fields on daily data) was most relevant

to precipitation deficits over monthly and longer time

periods over the western/southwestern United States.

This initial analysis (not shown) revealed that blocking

defined from PPA was more strongly associated with

meteorological drought across this region compared to

absolute approaches based on reversed meridional gra-

dients of geopotential height in themid- to high latitudes

(e.g., Davini et al. 2012). On the basis of this, we

implemented a PPA-based approach to define drought-

relevant ridge events. Compared to traditional PPA-based

approaches, which typically consider grid cells on an indi-

vidual basis (e.g., Renwick 2005; Parsons et al. 2016), we

identify spatial ‘‘objects’’ in the Z500 field based on a set

of criteria in our ridge detection algorithm. In particular,

we detect Z500 anomalies greater than 50m (and sep-

arately as 100m for sensitivity testing) and define ridge

objects based on whether adjacent connected 2D grid

cells are connected above a total area threshold. Only

ridge objects with an area greater than 125 000 km2 (the

equivalent of approximately 50 MERRA-2 grid cells,

depending on latitude) were considered to remove rel-

atively small and isolated ridge events.

In general, the ridge detection algorithm was imple-

mented without first detrending the input Z500 data.

However, thermal expansion related to warming of the

lower troposphere can lead to trends in geopotential

height on constant pressure surfaces, which can com-

plicate the interpretation of circulation trends (Horton

et al. 2015; Swain et al. 2016). As a result of this, we

carried out sensitivity testing to first removing the

seasonal hemispheric-mean Z500 trend from each grid

cell prior to running the ridge detection algorithm (e.g.,

Horton et al. 2015). This additional analysis allowed

examination of the extent to which observed trends in

the frequency of ridging events are influenced by thermal

expansion of the lower troposphere. The ridge detection

algorithm was implemented for October–March over a

domain spanning the eastern North Pacific Ocean and

the west coast of North America (domain: 208–608N;

1908–2608E; Fig. 1b). To target specific geographical

domains of interest, an additional set of ridge detection

criteria are described in the following paragraph.

To ensure the relevance of ridging events to precipi-

tation deficits across the western/southwestern United

States, we separately performed a combined empirical

orthogonal function (EOF) analysis between daily pre-

cipitation anomalies and daily Z500 anomalies across

the region (Fig. 1a). The EOF analysis aims to identify

the main regions of positive geopotential height anom-

alies associated with precipitation deficits across the

region (Fig. 1a). Daily precipitation anomalies were

analyzed over land only for the western/southwestern

United States (west of 2558E; see Fig. 1a). Before input

into the combined EOF, the precipitation and Z500

fields were first normalized by both their variance and

spatial extent (and weighted by latitude) such that var-

iability in each field contributes equally to the combined

vector (e.g., Wheeler and Hendon 2004).

The EOF analysis is used in the first step of the ridge

detection algorithm to define the regions (Fig. 1b, boxed

regions) and ridge types output from the ridge detection

algorithm, which are hereafter referred to as North- (N-),

South- (S-), and West-/offshore- (W-) ridge types. As

shown in Fig. 1a, different patterns of positive geopotential

height anomalies (contours) relate to spatial variability in

precipitation deficits across the region (brown shading).

The N-ridge type is associated with a positive Z500

anomaly broadly centered over Washington and related

to EOF1 (408–558N, 2258–2508E). The S-ridge type re-

lates to both EOF2 and EOF4 which display different

configurations of ridging both centered broadly over

Southern California and Arizona (288–408N, 2358–2558E).
Last, theW-ridge type is centered offshore fromCalifornia

(288–408N, 2108–2358E). From these domains, the N-ridge

type is formally defined on a given day when 1) the

intensity-weighted centroid of the ridge is located any-

where in the N box region of Fig. 1b and 2) the positive

anomaly defined by the ridge covers at least 50% of the N

boxed region (and analogously for the S- and W-ridge

types). The second condition further ensures the removal of

relatively small ridge events with large gradients in Z500.

One advantage of feature tracking through the ridge

detection algorithm is the detailed descriptive statistics

of ridging provided at each time step, in contrast to

weather-typing approaches (e.g., through self-organizing

maps or K-means clustering; Gibson et al. 2017) that typ-

ically only provide cluster assignment. The ridge detection

1 APRIL 2020 G I B SON ET AL . 2489



algorithm outputs various statistics on a per-day and per-

object basis including centroid location, magnitude (Z500

anomaly averaged across object), area, and persistence.

Persistence is defined (in days) when the centroid of

the ridge object persists within a particular boxed region

across consecutive days, without requiring the 50% spatial

criteria on each consecutive day.

Our approach to identifying spatial objects in the Z500

field is similar to the recent approach of Liu et al. (2018),

but is specifically tailored toward ridge-influenced pre-

cipitation deficits over the region of interest through the

combined EOF analysis step. A secondary advantage

of the EOF analysis step is that for monthly/seasonal

counts of ridging events we find that pairwise correla-

tions (e.g., N-ridge monthly frequency correlated with

S-ridge monthly frequency) are typically weak. The

strongest of these correlation pairs (over the period

1950–2014) is Pearson’s correlation coefficient r 5 20.25

FIG. 1. (a) (left),(center) The first four EOF loadings corresponding to a combined EOF of daily precipitation anomalies over

land over the western/southwestern United States (shading) and Z500 anomalies (contours); see section 2b for further details. (right)

The EOF domain detailing the regions used in the combined EOF analysis for Z500 (light-blue shading) and precipitation over the

western/southwestern United States (blue shading). (b) Details of the ridge detection algorithm used in this study, showing an example

on a given day from MERRA-2. The three labeled boxes (N, S, W) are related to EOFs as follows: N-ridge box from EOF1 (408–558N,

2258–2508E), S-ridge box from EOF2 and EOF4 (288–408N, 2358–2558E), andW-ridge box from EOF3 (288–408N, 2108–2358E). Contours
show the daily Z500 anomalies at 25-m intervals while the gray shaded regions indicate individual ridge objects (.50-m threshold). The

red circle in (b) shows the ridge centroid for the date given, while smaller magenta crosses show the ridge centroid on the previous 2 days.

Descriptive statistics show a subset of those generated by the ridge detection algorithm on a per-day and per-object basis.
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between the N-ridge type and the S-ridge type, whereas

the N–W and S–W pairs have correlations of 20.12 and

0.09, respectively. While the combined unrotated EOF

analysis ensures independence on a daily basis (by con-

struction through the orthogonality of the EOF modes),

this result on a monthly basis highlights that the N-, S-,

and W-ridge types can also be considered somewhat in-

dependent on longer time scales. This is beneficial for

ensuring that the inclusion of multiple ridge types can

help explain important aspects of ridging variability re-

lated to precipitation deficits.

c. Statistical methods

A multiple linear regression analysis was carried out

between SPI-3 (predictand) and the concurrent 3-monthly

ridge frequency anomalies as predictors (i.e., how often

each daily ridge type occurs in a given 3-month period

compared to climatology). Regression models were

fit on a per-region basis for region-averaged SPI-3

fromWashington (WA), Oregon (OR), California (CA),

Arizona (AZ), and the Colorado River basin spanning

the upper and lower catchments (CO-basin). This anal-

ysis was carried out to determine which ridge types are

most strongly associated with meteorological drought

in different regions and to determine whether similar

relationships between ridging and precipitation deficits

on the synoptic time scale (i.e., daily) hold for longer

drought-relevant time scales (i.e., 3-monthly). The fre-

quency of AR events, expressed as an anomaly at each

grid cell and then averaged over each of the above re-

gions, was also included in the regression analysis. For

this purpose, ARs were computed from NCEP–NCAR

reanalysis over the period 1950–2014, given the extended

length of record in this reanalysis product as implemented

in the AR studies of Guan and Waliser (2015) and Cook

et al. (2018). Since a reasonable proportion of the vari-

ability in AR frequency is expected to be explained

by the variability in ridging frequency, we were pri-

marily interested in the residual AR influence on drought.

As such, the inclusion of ARs into the regression models

was done in a two-step process. First, the relation-

ship between ARs (predictand) and ridging (predic-

tors) was assessed through multiple linear regression.

Second, the difference between ARs predicted by the

regression model in step 1 and the observed AR oc-

currence (i.e., the AR residuals) was input into the

regression models as an additional predictor variable

as follows:

SPI-3
region

5 aN1 bS1 cW1 d(AR residual),

where a, b, and c are the standardized regression coef-

ficients corresponding to the N-ridge-type, S-ridge-type,

and W-ridge-type 3-monthly frequencies, respectively.

The d standardized regression coefficient corresponds to

the AR residual term described above.

Trends were computed for the monthly frequency

and persistence of ridging conditions, carried out across

different reanalysis and time periods to examine the

sensitivity of trends to these factors. Trends were com-

puted with the Mann–Kendall (MK) test with Sen’s

slope, which are robust to outliers and assumptions of

normality. The presence of strong autocorrelation in a

time series is known to influence the probability of the

MK test detecting a significant trend (Kulkarni and von

Storch 1995; Yue et al. 2002). To account for this, fol-

lowing the approach of Kulkarni and von Storch (1995),

we prewhiten the time series before trend calculations

by removing the lag-1 serial correlation coefficient.

When plotting trends and correlations on a map, the

false discovery rate (FDR) approach to significance

testing was implemented, following Wilks (2016). This

approach reduces the likelihood that the null hypothesis

is incorrectly rejected through multiple hypothesis test-

ing. Correlations were calculated from linearly detrended

data to reduce the risk of spurious correlation arising

from co-occurring but unrelated trends.

Associations between MJO phase and ridge frequency

anomalies were computed as a function of lag in days

following strong MJO events (section 2a). We compare

the frequency of ridge occurrence underMJO phase with

the typical frequency of ridge occurrence under ‘‘all

conditions’’ expressed as a relative percent difference.

To assess significance of these ridging anomalies, we

follow a similar approach to Henderson et al. (2016) and

implement a moving blocks bootstrap for each lag/phase.

This approach samples elements from the original dataset

(with replacement) by blocks of size l repeated 10000

times to obtain sufficient bootstrap samples. Similar to

Henderson et al. (2016), we implemented a fixed l5 6, as

results were found to be insensitive to other reasonable

choices of l (e.g., l 5 4–6 and allowing l to vary by MJO

phase; not shown).

3. Results

a. Ridging and precipitation deficits

A major goal of this study is to characterize ridge

types that are directly relevant to precipitation deficits

(across a range of temporal scales). Therefore, we begin

by examining and quantifying how ridging (the three

ridge types identified in Fig. 1 and described in section 2b)

can influence ARs, precipitation, and meteorological

drought from a climatological perspective. The condi-

tional probability of AR occurrence given ridge occur-

rence (N-, S-, W-ridge types) in terms of relative risk is
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shown in Fig. 2 (center column). A lower (higher) value

of relative risk indicates a lower (higher) probability

of AR occurrence given ridge occurrence, compared

to the probability of AR occurrence in the absence of

ridge occurrence. As shown in Fig. 2, the N-ridge type

(top row) substantially reduces the likelihood of ARs

making landfall across a broad region spanning Northern

California,Washington, andOregon and also reduces the

likelihood of inland-penetrating ARs across the entire

American West. Over Northern California and Oregon,

relative risk (RR) values can reach ;0.2 indicating

a roughly five-fold reduction in AR landfall likelihood

under the N-ridge type. The N-ridge type tends to divert

ARs northward, as indicated by the direction of IVT and

the positive values of AR relative risk across British

Columbia and Alaska. For ridging centered more directly

over the Southwest under the S-ridge type (middle row),

a reduction in AR likelihood is found for southern por-

tions of the interior Southwest, including Arizona and

New Mexico. The S-ridge type also tends to divert ARs

FIG. 2. (left) Mean 6-hourly AR-related IVT vectors and magnitude (shading) given ridge occurrence for each ridge type: N, S, andW.

(center) Relative risk (RR) of AR occurrence given ridge occurrence. A relative risk value less than 1 indicates a decreased likelihood of

AR occurrence given ridge occurrence. (right) RR of a precipitation-day occurrence given ridge occurrence. Here a precipitation day is

defined as a day with precipitation greater than the monthly long-term climatology at that grid cell, defined for grid cells over land only.

Data are from MERRA-2 with the sample size of ridge occurrence (days) shown above each panel.
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northward to strongly increase the likelihood of AR oc-

currence over Washington and Oregon. Last, the W-ridge

type (bottom row), which is centered farther offshore from

California, tends to reduceAR likelihood across California

and Arizona, where it decreases AR likelihood by more

than a factor of 2 (relative risk , 0.5). Collectively, these

results show that each of the three defined ridge types

(N-ridge, S-ridge, and W-ridge types) can play a role

in deflecting ARs from California, highlighting that

multiple ridge types can be important for influencing

precipitation in an individual region.

It is important to note that not all precipitation is

AR-related, and that the importance of ARs for pre-

cipitation differs between regions. To address this, the

right column of Fig. 2 displays the RR of a precipitation

day given a ridge occurrence. A precipitation day is

defined here as a day where the daily precipitation total

exceeds the long-term precipitation climatology (defined

with respect to the month of year) at that grid cell, cal-

culated for grid cells over land. Broadly similar rela-

tionships with ridging are found for precipitation days

compared to AR occurrence, highlighting a robustness

in how ridging influences both of these quantities. For the

S-ridge and W-ridge types, the RR of precipitation days

less than 1 (brown shading) extends across a wider domain

across the Southwest (compared to theRRofARdays less

than 1). This highlights the importance of both these ridge

types for influencing precipitation deficits across a wide

region spanning Southern California and most of the

Colorado River basin in the interior Southwest, and indi-

cates the relevance of these ridge types for also influencing

precipitation deficits that are not AR-related. As was

found for the RR of AR days, the N-ridge type remains

important for all Pacific coast states. Also notable is the

increased likelihood of precipitation overWashington and

Oregon (and parts of Northern California) under S- and

W-ridge-type occurrences, consistent with how these ridge

types relate to AR landfall likelihood described above.

We next examine relationships between ridging and

precipitation and meteorological drought over longer

time scales (i.e., beyond the synoptic time scale associated

with individual ridges/waves). This analysis is carried out

on a per-region basis in Fig. 3, since the relationships

between ARs and precipitation were shown in Fig. 2

to be strongly regionally dependent.We also include the

Colorado River basin in our analysis given its importance

to water resources across the western states. Figure 3

shows the regression coefficients from fitting multiple

linear regression models between SPI-3 (predictand)

and the concurrent 3-monthly ridge and AR occurrence

(predictors) for each region. A positive and statistically

significant regression coefficient (orange shading) indi-

cates ridge types that are most strongly (and positively)

associated with drought in the different regions. In broad

agreement with the earlier findings from the perspective

of daily ARs and precipitation (Fig. 2), the N-ridge type

is found to be positively associated with meteorological

drought across WA, OR, and CA. Notably, in CA the

S-ridge and W-ridge types also are positively associated

with drought, highlighting the diverse pathways for CA

to enter into drought from a ridging perspective. For AZ

and CO-basin, both the S-ridge type and W-ridge types

are positively associatedwith drought periods.Additionally,

the AR term is significant and negative in all regression

models, highlighting the importance of both ridging and

ARs for explaining drought variability across these re-

gions. It is important to note that the AR term in the

regression models of Fig. 3 is a residual term (formed

from the residuals of the relationship between ARs and

ridging, see section 2c), highlighting that the influence of

ARs on drought cannot be explained solely through the

influence of ridging. As shown earlier in Fig. 2 at the

daily time scale, not all ridge types in Fig. 3 are positively

associated with drought in all subregions (orange shading),

with the S-ridge type reducing the likelihood (blue

shading) of drought over Washington and Oregon.

A similar role, in terms of how each ridge type influ-

ences precipitation deficits in different regions, was found

when examined over shorter monthly periods for SPI-1

(Fig. S2). The broad consistency in terms of how these

ridge types each influence regionalARs and precipitation

deficits on daily time scales (Fig. 2) through to monthly

and 3-monthly time scales for SPI-1 and SPI-3 (Fig. 3)

provides confidence in the general robustness and drought

relevance of these associations, as well as the usefulness

in discriminating between the different ridge types for

understanding drought.

b. Ridge climatology and trends

We next explore the general climatology (i.e., ridge

frequency, magnitude, area, and persistence) and long-

term trends for each of the three ridge types. As shown

in Fig. 4a, the frequency of ridge types (in terms of per-

centage of frequency of occurrence across all days be-

tween 1950 and 2014 and October–March) can display a

relatively large amount of variability between months.

Typically, the N-ridge is the most common ridge type,

followed by the W- and S-ridge types. The W-ridge-type

frequency on average peaks later in the season (January–

March) around when the N-ridge type is on average least

frequent. However, as shown in Fig. S3, individual

months or years can deviate substantially from this

typical monthly frequency climatology. Given the vari-

ability in ridging frequency between months, the long-

term frequency by month is removed from the monthly

ridge frequency in subsequent analysis (which we refer to
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as monthly ridge frequency anomaly). In terms of the

magnitude of Z500 anomalies averaged over ridge

objects (Fig. 4b) the N-ridge type has the highest

median Z500 magnitudes (around 120m) compared to

the S- and W-ridge types. The average magnitude of

the anomalies shows relatively little between-month

variability; however, all ridge types show a peak in

magnitude for January–February months (Fig. S3). The

N-ridge type tends to persist for longer than the other

ridge types (Fig. 4d); although the median persistence is

2 days, the distribution of ridge persistence is heavily

skewed with a number of events showing persistence

greater than 10 days. The average persistence of all ridge

types is also typically larger across January–February

(Fig. S3). In terms of spatial area spanned by ridge ob-

jects, the differences between ridge types are relatively

small with a large amount of within-group variability.

Very similar results were obtained for the general ridge

characteristics when analyzed in ERA-Interim and

MERRA-2 (not shown).

Trends in the monthly ridge frequency anomaly are

examined in Figs. 5 and 6, including testing the sensitivity

of trends to different reanalyses (20CRV2c, MERRA-2,

and ERA-Interim), time periods, and the influence of

thermal expansion. As shown in Fig. 5, significant long-

term trends in ridge frequency from 20CRV2c over the

period 1950–2014 are not evident, with a large degree of

interannual variability in ridge frequency. A similar lack

of significant trends is observed for ridge persistence

over this period, where persistence is defined as the

number of days spanned by the longest sequence

among all ridge sequences in a given month (Fig. S4).

Over the shorter postsatellite period (e.g., 1980–2017 in

Figs. 5 and 6) trends in both frequency and persistence

are typically also weak and nonsignificant.

The notable exception is for the S-ridge type, with a

slight positive trend in both frequency and persistence

observed across both MERRA-2 and ERA-Interim,

emerging only in the more recent postsatellite period

(e.g., from 1980 onward; Fig. 6). Further analysis of this

FIG. 3. Standardized regression coefficients from a multiple linear regression between SPI-3 in each region and the N-, S-, and

W-ridge-type 3-monthly occurrence frequency over the period 1950–2014. The AR term represents the residual AR contribution to

SPI-3 variability after accounting for the relationship between ridging and ARs (see section 2c for details). Shading indicates significance

of coefficient (based on bootstrapping with R5 1000) such that orange bars indicate which ridge types are most strongly associated with

drought variability in each region. The R2 values of the regression model and the degrees of freedom (df) are also shown. Ridge-type

frequencies were generated from 20CRV2c.
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S-ridge-type trend (Fig. S5), computed over individual

months, reveals that positive trends in frequency and

persistence are largely driven by the shoulder season

months of October and March, and to a lesser extent

February (as opposed to November–January).

When a larger anomaly threshold is applied in the

ridge detection algorithm (100-m threshold instead of

50m; Fig. S6) the largest trends are also observed for

the S-ridge-type frequency and persistence, while other

ridge types show no evidence of an upward trend over

this period. When the 100-m threshold is applied, the

S-ridge frequency trend magnitude and significance are

reduced in bothMERRA-2 and ERA-Interim, although

this trend remains significant for the S-ridge persistence.

This suggests that the S-ridge frequency trend (Fig. 6) is

more driven by an increase in the frequency of relatively

small magnitude ridging anomalies (.50m) as opposed

to large ridging anomalies (.100m). Sensitivity testing

of detrending Z500 prior to running the ridge detection

algorithm (Fig. S7) also allowed examination of the

extent to which thermal expansion may have influenced

the S-ridge frequency and persistence trends. As shown,

FIG. 4. Distributions of ridge characteristics for N-, S-, and W-ridge types: (a) frequency (percentage occurrence from all time steps),

(b) magnitude (m), (c) area (km2), and (d) persistence (days). These characteristics were generated from 20CRV2c over the period 1950–

2014 for months October–March. Boxplot components are horizontal line (median), boxes [interquartile range (IQR)], whiskers

(1.5IQR), and outliers/circles (. 1.5IQR).
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removing the direct influence of thermal expansion re-

duces the magnitude of the S-ridge type frequency and

persistence slightly, however both trends remain posi-

tive and strongly statistically significant (p , 0.05).

Although there are some differences in ridge frequency

between reanalysis products in individual months, these

become less pronounced in the smoothed running mean

and illustrate a general consistency between reanalysis.

These differences are considerably smaller between

MERRA-2 and ERA-Interim (Fig. 6) compared to be-

tween MERRA-2 and 20CRV2c. This likely reflects the

reduced set of observational data assimilated in 20CRV2c

(only surface observations of synoptic pressure, monthly

SST, and sea ice are assimilated) that adds uncertainty at

the 500-hPa level.

c. Remote drivers and predictability

We next explored various remote drivers and sources

of predictability for the different ridge types, on the basis

that these may help facilitate longer lead prediction into

S2S time scales. Concurrent correlations (i.e., at zero lag)

between monthly ridge frequency anomalies and gridded

SST anomalies, geopotential height anomalies (Z500)

and zonal wind anomalies (u200) over October–March

months for the period 1950–2014 are shown in Fig. 7.

The N-ridge-type correlation with both Z500 and u200

displays a wave train pattern with apparent links to the

central tropical Pacific. Remote correlations between

theN-ridge and SST are fairly weak for October–March;

however, a more localized positive–negative SST cor-

relation dipole is found along the wave train pattern of

the Z500 correlations. Furthermore, for the latter half of

the water year (i.e., January–March; Fig. S8), a stronger

positive correlation between the N-ridge type and tropical

SSTs is observed just west of the international date line.

The S-ridge-type correlation with Z500 and u200 displays

a wave train pattern that appears to be driven more from

the mid- to high latitudes with little tropical forcing.

FIG. 5. Time series of monthly ridge frequency occurrence anomaly for each ridge type—(a) N,

(b) S, and (c) W—for 20CRV2c (blue line; 1950–2014) and MERRA-2 (gray line; 1980–2017).

Mann-Kendall trend p values are given for each reanalysis across the relevant time periods,

computed on the monthly data (October–March). The thicker line for each reanalysis is a fitted

cubic spline showing lower-frequency variability. To aid visualization, MERRA-2 at the monthly

frequency is only shown after 2015.
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The S-ridge type also has very weak correlations with

remote SSTs in support of the lack of a consistent

tropical forcing. The W-ridge type has a stronger re-

lationship to tropical SST compared to the S- and

N-ridge types. In particular, months with a higher-

than-normal W-ridge-type frequency are associated

with cooler-than-normal SSTs in the central tropical

Pacific and warmer-than-normal SSTs in the western

tropical Pacific and subtropics, somewhat similar to a La

Niña–like–Pacific decadal oscillation (PDO) pattern.

This association is similar, but with stronger correlation

strength, when only January–March are analyzed (Fig. S8),

suggesting that the response becomes stronger later in

the season. The Z500 correlation with the W-ridge type

is also broadly consistent with the typical Z500 response

to LaNiña, where the associated ridge is positioned some

distance offshore from California (e.g., Garfinkel et al.

2012). The u200 correlation with the W-ridge-type fre-

quency is also consistent with the typical poleward shift

and weakening of the winter Pacific jet stream during La

Niña compared to El Niño (e.g., Seager et al. 2005).

Lagged correlations between monthly ridge frequency

anomalies and gridded SST anomalies and gridded

Z500 anomalies are shown in Figs. S9 and S10. Analyzing

SST and Z500 anomalies in the months preceding ridge

frequency anomalies provides further indication of which

remote drivers offer extended opportunities for longer-

lead predictability. For the S- and W-ridge types, sim-

ilar coherent signals in tropical SSTs are also observed

at 1- and 2-month lead times. However, for the N-ridge

type, the more localized positive SST correlation along

the U.S. West Coast shown in the concurrent correlation

is diminished at longer leads. This implies that local SSTs

in this region are not a necessary precursor tomonths with

strong ridging, at least on monthly time scales, but that

remote (tropical) SST may indeed be predictive of S- and

W-ridge-type occurrences 1–2 months in advance. As

expected, given the more limited memory in the at-

mosphere compared to SSTs, Z500 correlations are

typically much weaker (and not statistically significant)

at longer lead times.

The association between ridge type frequency and a

wider range of potential remote drivers/modes of vari-

ability (i.e., spanning both tropical and latitude drivers)

is investigated in Fig. 8 (and in Fig. S11 and S12 for ridge

persistence and ridge magnitude). As shown in Fig. 8,

correlations are typically found to be stronger in the

second half of the water year (January–March; Fig. 8b)

compared to the full water year (Fig. 8a). A similar

result is found when only October–December months

were analyzed (not shown), suggesting a weakened po-

tential for predictability across these months. The dif-

ferent ENSO and tropical SST indices also show a range

of correlation strengths highlighting the importance of

considering multiple indices. In particular, the N- and

W-ridge types are more strongly associated with more

central Pacific SSTs (Niño-4) while the S-ridge type shows
stronger correlation strength with Niño-3.4. It is notable

FIG. 6. As in Fig. 5, but for (a) monthly ridge frequency and (b) monthly ridge persistence for

MERRA-2 (gray line) and ERA-Interim (red). Persistence is defined as the number of days

spanned by the longest sequence among all ridge sequences in a given month. The S-ridge-type

frequency for MERRA-2 in (a) is identical to that in Fig. 5b.
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also that SSTs in the western tropical Pacific tend to show

similar or stronger association with ridging than other

ENSO indices, especially for the N- and W-ridge types

across January–March (as consistent with the correlation

maps shown in Fig. 7).

In terms of high-latitude drivers, sea ice variability

over the Bering–Chukchi (BC) and Barents–Kara (BK)

region were generally found to be only weakly associated

with ridging during most calendar months (October–

March). However, we do find increased correlation

strength and statistical significance with theW-ridge-type

frequency from January toMarch. The AO is also shown

to be only associated with theW-ridge type frequency. In

summary, the high-latitude drivers examined here appear

to primarily only influence the W-ridge type (mostly

in the latter half of the water year), whereas tropical

drivers also tend to show the strongest associations

with the W-ridge-type frequency (relationships that

are present throughout the water year but are stronger

in the latter half).

The association between remote drivers/modes of

variability and ridgemagnitude and persistence is shown in

Fig. S11 and S12. Compared to ridge frequency, the ridge

persistence and magnitude show similar but typi-

cally weaker associations with all three ridge types.

Exceptions to this are for the association between the

W-ridge-type magnitude and sea ice over the BK region

and for the S-ridge-type magnitude and sea ice over the

BC region, both of which show slightly stronger (nega-

tive) correlation strength and significance compared to

the ridge frequency correlations (Fig. 8). This offers

some modest observational evidence for the hypothesis

that certain high-latitude drivers may (in some specific ridg-

ing cases) module the strength/amplitude of pre-existing

wave patterns, rather than triggering them outright.

Another potential source of predictability for ridging

on S2S time scales is through the MJO. Figure 9 shows

the relative difference in ridging frequency during var-

ious phases of strong MJO events and lag times. This

analysis shows that certain MJO phases can amplify the

probability of ridging conditions across several weeks

(i.e., out to 24 days) after theMJO event, with associations

typically strongest for theW-ridge type. In particular,MJO

phases 3–6, associated with MJO convective anomalies

from the western Maritime Continent through to the

central Pacific Ocean, are related to an increase in the

FIG. 7. Pearson correlation coeffients computed at each grid cell between monthly ridge frequency anomalies and (left) concurrent

monthly Z500 anomalies, (center) concurrent zonal wind anomalies at 200 hPa (u200), and (right) monthly SST anomalies. All variables

were detrended before correlation. Only local p values, 0.05 are shown and gray contour indicates FDR under a5 0.05 (see section 2c).

The time period is 1950–2014 across October–March with ridge frequencies generated from 20CRV2c. Figure S8 also shows these

correlations, but across January–March only.
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W-ridge frequency at longer lead times (i.e., beyond

2 weeks). For the N- and S-ridge types, the association

with MJO is often mixed; however, MJO phases 4 and

5 are positively associated with these ridge types at

long lead times.

For diagnostic purposes, and to shed light on the rele-

vant dynamics in the lead-up to particularly strong and

persistent ridge type occurrences, Fig. 10 shows compos-

ites of anomalous velocity potential and WAF across the

ridge event life cycle. This analysis was based on a smaller

set of ridging events that satisfied both of the following

conditions: 1) the magnitude of the ridge anomaly was

greater than the 90th percentile, defined separately for

each ridge type, and 2) the positive Z500 anomaly was

centered and persisted in the boxed region for 3 or more

consecutive days. In Fig. 10, composites for each ridge

type are separated on the basis ofmaturity across their life

cycle: from development (t5 1–3; left column) to maturity

(t 5 Mature, defined as the time where the above condi-

tions are first met and until the end of event; right column).

Extreme occurrences of the N-ridge type (Fig. 10)

tend to be associated with a pronounced wave train

with WAF vectors emanating from a broad area near

the western tropical Pacific under a region of convection

(negative velocity potential anomalies during maturity).

This region of convection in the western tropical Pacific

region is also associated with positive precipitation

anomalies (Fig. S13) in the same region and, given the

location, can occur independently from ENSO events.

Its relevant to point out that although this pattern is

pronounced in the composite mean, not all individual

events were found to have clear links to the tropics

when studied individually (not shown). Extreme oc-

currences of the S-ridge type tend to be associated

with a wave train and WAF vectors emanating from a

strong ridge upstream in the midlatitudes of the western

North Pacific. The wave train also tends to impact the

broad BC sea ice region, which was shown earlier

to be negatively correlated (albeit weakly) with the

S-ridge-type frequency (Fig. 8a) andmagnitude (Fig. S12).

A reasonably large negative velocity potential anomaly

composite is also found across the life cycle of the

S-ridge type broadly spanning the Indian Ocean and

Maritime Continent (thoughmore subtropical in latitude),

with a ridge over the South Asian continent marking the

beginning of the downstreamwave train across the Pacific.

TheWAF vectors for theW-ridge type are less illustrative

of its typical origin, perhaps reflective a range of different

configurations that can lead to extreme W-ridge occur-

rences, butwith the broad ridge offshore ofNorthAmerica

acting as a Rossby wave source for the development of a

downstream trough–ridge pattern across North America

as the W-ridge develops into maturity. The velocity po-

tential anomalies for theW-ridge at maturity show a wide

FIG. 8. Pearson correlation coefficients between monthly ridge frequency anomalies and various remote

drivers/modes of variability (x axis): the Arctic Oscillation (AO), sea ice variability over the Bering–Chukchi (BC)

and the Barents–Kara (BK) regions, the Pacific meridional mode (PMM), SSTs in the western Pacific (SST WP),

the Niño-4 index, the Niño-3.4 index, and the equatorial Southern Oscillation index (SOI-EQ.). Correlations

are shown for (a) October–March and (b) January–March; p values , 0.05 are indicated by open circles and

p values , 0.01 are indicated by filled circles. The time period is 1950–2014 with ridge types generated from

20CRV2c. (c) The locations of select regions to aid interpretation. Figures S11 and S12 also show these associations,

but for ridge persistence and ridge magnitude, respectively.
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region of negative velocity potential across spanning the

Maritime Continent and Pacific, again likely reflecting

that a range of different convective conditions can occur

during extreme ridging conditions. This composite does

not resemble the typical west–east ENSO dipole in ve-

locity potential, to highlight that a range of conditions

outside of ENSO can give rise to extreme ridging con-

ditions (shown also for the precipitation anomalies in

Fig. S13). All ridge types display strong negative velocity

potential anomalies across various locations between

the western Maritime Continent and the central Pacific

Ocean, broadly consistent with the particular phases of

MJO shown earlier as being important in Fig. 9.

4. Discussion

In this study, an object-based ridge detection algorithm

has been developed through distinguishing particular

ridge types that induce winter precipitation deficits and

drought across the western/southwestern United States.

Previous studies have often relied on relatively simple

indices to describe ridging in this region, such asmonthly

or seasonal averaging of Z500 over a prescribed spatial

domain. Other studies have focused on blocking and

associated dynamical origins in this region (e.g., Henderson

et al. 2016) but are arguably of less direct relevance to

meteorological drought under the more constrained

definition of blocking. In this study we first demon-

strated that the three ridge types introduced here (N-,

S-, and W-ridge types), separated based on centroid

location of Z500 objects, have important influence on

ARs and precipitation deficits. These ridge types influ-

ence precipitation deficits across a range of time scales,

not just in terms of individual events and transient waves

but also for meteorological drought on seasonal time

scales. Notably, there is strong regionality in terms of

how different ridge types influence precipitation defi-

cits. For example, precipitation deficits across California

FIG. 9. Ridge frequency anomaly (y axis; relative/percentage difference) by MJO phase for

various time lags (x axis; days) after a strongMJO event. Positive and negative differences that

are significant at the 95% level are shaded orange and blue, respectively (see section 2c for

details about significance testing). The sample size in days for each phase of the MJO at lag 0

(in order of phase from 1 to 8) is 442, 524, 585, 546, 571, 608, 610, and 506. Ridge types

were generated from MERRA-2 (years 1980–2017, October–March).
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(on monthly to 3-monthly time scales) can be influenced

by all three different ridge types, which are only weakly

correlated with each other over these time scales, high-

lighting the different ridging pathways that can facili-

tate drought conditions. The relatively low (and often

negative) correlation between the monthly frequency

of ridge types (detailed in section 2b) likely relates to

the typical Rossby wavelength relative to the domain

size of each ridge type—where a large positive height

anomaly (i.e., ridge) in one domain is often followed

by a negative anomaly (i.e., trough) downstream (e.g.,

Figs. 7 and 10). This relationship, while expected on

daily time scales, appears to hold also for the monthly

correlation between ridge types.

The finding that there are different pathways for a

region to enter into drought (e.g., through a combina-

tion of ridge types) is consistent with Cook et al. (2018),

who showed that seasonal ridging patterns can differ

considerably between drought periods, especially in terms

of the typical latitudinal position of the ridge. Furthermore,

in our study, over the recent severe drought period (i.e.,

across winters of 2012–16) both the N-ridge and S-ridge

types occurred more frequently and with more persistence

than typical (Figs. 5 and 6). Notably, the N-ridge type

played a more active role during much of the drought

period (2013–16; Fig. 5) while the S-ridge type was

considerably more frequent and persistent across the

final years of the drought (2015–16 and early 2017;

Fig. 6). This highlights the value of the ridge detection

approach, since the details of individual ridge types are

not readily identified through simply averaging over a

large spatial domain or longer temporal period.

The N-ridge type presented here (Figs. 1 and 2) is

most similar to the typical monthly/seasonal ridging

pattern often described in previous studies as being

important to drought (e.g., Seager et al. 2015; Teng and

Branstator 2017; Swain et al. 2017). The N-ridge type is

most relevant to Washington, Oregon, and California.

In contrast, the more southern S-ridge type (centered

over the Southwest) and W-ridge type (centered farther

FIG. 10. Extreme ridge event composites of 250-hPa wave activity flux (WAF; vectors), 10-day low-pass-filtered

250-hPa streamfunction anomalies (positive and negative values are solid and dashed contours, respectively),

and 250-hPa velocity potential anomalies (shading). Rows indicate each ridge type; columns indicate the time in

days since the onset of the ‘‘extreme event’’ (see section 3c for details). The sample size n (days) differs between

columns because of differences in how many days each ridging event persists for after reaching maturity. To aid

interpretation, velocity potential is shown only for latitudes 108S–308N and WAF vectors are only shown for

WAF. 10m2 s22. Extreme event ridge types were selected from MERRA-2 (years 1980–2017, October–March).

Figure S13 also shows composites of precipitation anomalies under these categories.
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offshore to the west) are more relevant to Southern

California, Arizona, and the Colorado River basin.

On monthly and 3-monthly time scales, the associa-

tion between ridging frequency and meteorological

drought is somewhat weaker for the Colorado River

basin compared to other regions, as indicated by the

goodness-of-fit statistics in Fig. 3 (and in Fig. S2 for

SPI-1). This suggests that a greater diversity of synoptic

conditions governs precipitation deficits in this region

and future research may help in targeting and refining

these conditions.

Through investigating the long-term climatology

of ridge characteristics, a reasonably large degree of

between-month variability was shown to exist across the

water year. While it is beyond the scope of the present

study to formally investigate causes of the seasonal var-

iability in ridging characteristics (Fig. 4 and Fig. S3),

we briefly discuss this here. As shown in Fig. 4, the fre-

quency of the W-ridge type undergoes relatively large

increases across the season from its climatological min-

imum at the start of the season (October andNovember)

to its maximum in February. In contrast, the frequency

of the N-ridge type reaches a climatological minimum

late in the season (February and March). We note that

the seasonal variability in ridging frequency cannot

simply be a consequence of the seasonal cycle in Z500

due to the removal of the seasonal cycle when first con-

structing Z500 anomalies (see sections 2a and 2b). The late

season changes in ridge frequency may relate to seasonal

changes in the position of the North Pacific jet acting as a

waveguide for the preferential formation of ridges in this

region (Teng and Branstator 2017), where toward the

latter half of the October–March (ONDJFM) season,

the climatological North Pacific jet extension region

near the U.S. West Coast shifts equatorward and

a subtropical component of the jet begins to form

(Newman and Sardeshmukh 1998). The fact that tropi-

cal teleconnections were shown to be stronger later in

the water year (January–March vs October–December),

and that these tend to preferentially impact the W-ridge

type (Figs. 7 and 8 and Fig. S8), may contribute to the

later seasonW-ridge-typemaximum.Changes in the storm-

track variability across the ONDJFM season (Hoskins and

Hodges 2019) are also associated with larger synoptic var-

iability across the equatorward W-ridge- and S-ridge-type

regions later in the season (not shown), which may more

readily give rise to anomalies that exceed the threshold

for ridging.

For most ridge types and time periods, statistically

significant trends in frequency and persistence were not

found (Fig. 5), highlighting the large interannual vari-

ability in ridging across this region. However, the ex-

ception to this is a slight positive trend in the S-ridge

type (Fig. 6) (for ridging centered broadly over the

Southwest), found for both frequency [4.3%–4.6%

(37 yr)21; p, 0.01] and persistence [;0.8 daysmonth21

(37 yr)21; p 5 0.01] and further enhanced during the

months of October, February, and March (Fig. S5).

The higher than usual frequency and persistence of the

S-ridge type in this location especially over the most

recent two decades has likely partly contributed to the

winter drying trend over parts of the Southwest over

this season and time period (see Fig. S14). Evidence in

support of this comes from how the S-ridge type sub-

stantially reduces precipitation likelihood over Arizona

(Fig. 2) and given how Arizona dry periods on monthly

(Fig. S2) and 3-monthly time scales (Fig. 3) are associ-

ated with higher than typical S-ridge type occurrences.

The increased occurrence of the S-ridge type during

the satellite era is broadly consistent with the findings

of Swain et al. (2016), who reported a multidecadal in-

crease in frequency of anomalous seasonal-scale ridge

patterns conducive to California precipitation deficits.

Although a direct comparison between these studies is

difficult, due to different domains, methodology, and

seasonal definitions, the notion that trends in certain

aspects of ridging have recently contributed to drying

trends is consistent between studies. The modest mag-

nitude of observed trends in both Swain et al. (2016) and

the present study, however, illustrates the difficulty of

discerning robust signals given the high degree of in-

terannual variability in this region and the relative

shortness of the observational record. With the degree

of interannual variability in ridging seen in past de-

cades (Figs. 5 and 6), it is plausible this trend may not

be sustained in coming years. In support of this,

Lehner et al. (2018) also found the recent drying trend

over the Southwest to be related to trends in regional

atmospheric circulation over this period. The authors

further demonstrated that the drying trend becomes

almost negligible after accounting for internal climate

variability driving these regional trends in circulation.

The seasonality of these observed trends (Fig. S5) is

also interesting in light of recent work suggesting that

increased greenhouse gas forcing may in the future re-

sult in pronounced autumn and spring drying across

California and parts of the Colorado River basin (e.g.,

Ting et al. 2018; Swain et al. 2018).

Targeted model experiments could be used in future

research to further untangle if a forced anthropogenic

component has contributed to this trend compared to

natural internal variability. We suggest that the feature

tracking approach in the present analysis could be ap-

plied to climate model experiments and used to formally

determine whether a forced anthropogenic component

has contributed to this trend. Other recent studies
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analyzing the CMIP5 and CESM Large Ensemble

simulations have reported a trend toward increasing

intra-annual and subseasonal precipitation variability

in California and adjacent regions under scenarios of

increased greenhouse gas forcing (Berg and Hall 2015;

Dettinger 2016; Dong et al. 2018), despite only modest

changes in average precipitation (Swain et al. 2018).

This projected increase in regional precipitation ‘‘vol-

atility’’ occurs through a simultaneous increase in both

wet and dry extremes, including an especially large in-

crease frequency of years with very low precipitation

across Southern California and the interior Southwest

(including Arizona). This contrasts with the Pacific

Northwest (Washington and Oregon), where the fre-

quency of very low precipitation years is not projected

to increase (or is even projected to decrease; Swain

et al. 2018). These previous findings are interesting in

light of the modest observed trend toward increasing

S-ridge frequency (which have historically favored

California and Arizona drought; Figs. 2 and 3) but the

lack of any corresponding trend in the N-ridge frequency

(which favors Oregon and Washington drought; Fig. 5).

Collectively, this highlights that the application of geo-

graphically nuanced ridging metrics (such as the ridge

detection approach outlined in this manuscript) would

be valuable for further interpretation of climate model

simulations.

The climatology of the tracked ridge types has pro-

vided an opportunity to investigate possible remote

sources of predictability in greater detail. It is found that

different ridge types have rather unique opportunities

for predictability (e.g., Fig. 8), such that separating ridge

types in this way can better elucidate different remote

sources that collectively influence meteorological drought

across this region. In particular, it was found that western

Pacific tropical SST anomalies, ENSO, and MJO (at

lead times extending beyond the weather time scale) are

associated with different occurrence likelihoods of ridge

types. For ENSO, the largest association is through La

Niña (El Niño) increasing (decreasing) the likelihood of

the W-ridge and S-ridge types. Notably, certain mea-

sures of Pacific tropical SST variability are found to

better capture these associations, depending on the ridge

type (Fig. 8). For example, the S-ridge-type frequency is

more strongly associated with the Niño-3.4 index while the
W-ridge and N-ridge types appear to be related to SST

variability farther to the west (i.e., through the Niño-4 and
SST-WP indices). Irrespective of the particular measure of

Pacific tropical SST variability, these associations are typ-

ically stronger for the latter half of the water year implying

better opportunities for predictability over these months.

These findings are consistent with, but add extra detail

to, results from a simple composite analysis of Z500 by

ENSO phase (e.g., Garfinkel et al. 2012) and the more

general understanding of how ENSO influences precipi-

tation in this region (e.g., Seager et al. 2015). The results

from Teng and Branstator (2017) and also Swain et al.

(2017) suggest that tropical heating anomalies in regions

unrelated to ENSO and MJO may also offer opportuni-

ties for extended predictability. However, it is important

to emphasize that these associations must be viewed

probabilistically, given the known diversity between

ENSO events themselves and the diversity in atmospheric

circulation responses between similar ENSO events (e.g.,

Lee et al. 2018). Another consideration is the somewhat

limited sample size (here 1950–2014) when examining

these teleconnections in observational data alone; given

the influence of internal variability, future research may

benefit from carrying out a similar methodology with large

initial-condition model ensembles (e.g., Deser et al. 2017).

The pattern of SST correlations with theW-ridge type

in Fig. 7, while bearing some resemblance to ENSO, also

shows meridional structure suggesting some influence

by other non-ENSO coupled ocean–atmosphere vari-

ability in the Pacific basin. This meridional correlation

pattern is also found for the N-ridge type particularly

over the January–March months (Fig. S8). Figure 8b

shows relatively strong statistically significant (p, 0.01)

correlations between the PMM and the N-ridge type

(positive correlation) and the W-ridge type (negative

correlation) over these months, suggesting associations

with Pacific SST variability unrelated to ENSO. However,

the PMM relationships are stronger for January–March

(compared to October–December), over which months

the PMM SST structure typically develops in response

to forcing by atmospheric circulation variability (Amaya

2019). In contrast, an already mature PMM structure in

late boreal autumn might be expected to influence the

larger-scale circulation in the Pacific basin (Amaya 2019),

relevant to theW-ridge type in the start of the water year,

although observational evidence for this was not found

to be strong in the present study. A possible reason for

this is that the atmospheric circulation response to the

PMM near the start of the water year may not project

cleanly on to the ridge type locations used in this study,

and our results do not rule out the possibility that the

PMMmay still exert a significant control on atmospheric

river conditions across autumn months.

In terms of the MJO and opportunities for extended

S2S predictability, a significant increase in the likelihood

of particular ridge types is observed at longer lead times.

Although other studies have explored links betweenMJO

and ‘‘blocking’’ in detail (e.g., Henderson et al. 2016),

the ridging results from the present study are more

specifically tailored toward precipitation deficits across

the region. Certain forecasts of opportunity after strong
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MJO events may offer extended prediction skill in-

cluding after MJO phases 3–6 for the W-ridge type and

after MJO phases 4–5 for the N- and S-ridge types. As

such, empirical models might potentially offer skillful

S2S predictions by capitalizing on these forecasts of

opportunity. Indeed, in cases where MJO is skillfully

predicted at 2-week lead by dynamical methods, these

additional empirical associations could potentially extend

S2S probabilistic forecasts into 1-month lead times.

As shown in Fig. 9, particularly for the N-ridge-type

response, a smoothly varying signal with lead time is

evident. For example, the MJO phase-5 response at a

lead time of ;5–12 days is similar to the response of

MJO phase-4 response at ;13–20 days. This smoothly

varying response occurs partly because of the charac-

teristic MJO phase transitions that typically occur every

3–6 days (Wheeler and Hendon 2004; Tseng et al. 2018).

Indeed, recent studies have proposed that skillful em-

pirical S2S forecasts (e.g., for temperature andARs) can

be obtained by incorporating this smoothly varying MJO

response into forecasts (Baggett et al. 2017; Jenney et al.

2019), with our results suggesting that similar success could

be obtained for predicting particular ridge events relevant

to precipitation deficits across the western United States.

In terms of a possible high-latitude influence on

ridging relevant to drought, the Arctic Oscillation (AO)

was found to be positively correlated with both the

W-ridge frequency and persistence across all October–

March months (Fig. 8 and Fig. S11), although the N- and

S-ridge types generally showed no association. This finding

is broadly consistent with recent studies showing an

important influence of the AO on West Coast precip-

itation (Singh et al. 2018) and, given that there is some

emerging skill in seasonal prediction of the AO (e.g.,

Riddle et al. 2013; Scaife et al. 2014), improved longer-

lead predictions of meteorological drought in certain

parts of the Southwest may be possible through the AO

to W-ridge-type association pathway shown here.

Concurrent sea ice correlations with ridging charac-

teristics were generally found to be weak; however, the

strongest and most notable of these correlations (for the

W-ridge type, over particular months and regions; Fig. 8)

may approach the typical correlation strength of tropical

SSTs. Somewhat stronger (negative) correlationswith sea

ice were also found when considering ridge magnitude

(as opposed to ridge frequency or persistence; Fig. S12).

Possible links with sea ice were only briefly examined

here from observational data alone, and it was beyond

the scope of this study to investigate potential causal

mechanisms. Indeed, noncausal correlations could po-

tentially emerge by confounders that jointly influence

both sea ice and ridging, such as tropical SSTs (Meehl

et al. 2018; Blackport and Screen 2019). The extent to

which midlatitude ridging is influenced by high-latitude

sea ice variability in winter remains an active area of

research (e.g., Swain et al. 2017; Cohen et al. 2018). In

targeted model experiments, Blackport and Screen

(2019) show a weakening of the eddy-driven jet in re-

sponse to Arctic sea ice that occurs predominantly in

winter, although the impact on ridging was mainly con-

fined to the North Atlantic region. Another suggested

mechanism is through sea ice loss (or snow cover changes)

enhancing wave activity fluxes into the polar stratosphere

to trigger sudden stratospheric warming events. However,

this influence is also found to be largest for ridging

across the eastern United States (Cohen et al. 2018). It

is also plausible that the relationship between sea ice

and midlatitude ridging relevant to western/southwestern

U.S. drought will become more evident as Arctic sea ice

retreats farther in coming decades (e.g., Cvijanovic et al.

2017). However, at present, our results suggest that if sea

ice conditions can indeed improve S2S predictability of

drought-relevant ridging, such improvements will likely be

modest for this particular region.

While we have discussed the added value of feature

tracking (e.g., in terms of characterizing a wider diversity

of ridging features that collectively influence precipita-

tion deficits and drought) this approach is not without

limitations. The approach implemented in this study

targeted key regions based on the spatial covariance

between ridging and precipitation, as relevant to wide-

spread meteorological drought across extended winter

months. However, additional variables such as incoming

solar radiation, humidity, and wind speed, which are

relevant to other types of drought through evaporative

demand, are likely driven by somewhat different large-

scale circulation features not explicitly represented in

our analysis. In specific regions, highly localized features

of the circulationmay also not necessarily be represented.

For example, offshore Santa Ana winds associated with

warm and dry conditions in Southern California (over

autumn and winter) are driven by a range of synoptic

conditions (e.g., a high–low pressure dipole) and more

localized thermodynamic drivers in the boundary layer

(e.g., Conil and Hall 2006).

While beyond the scope of this study, future research

may benefit from applying the ridge types described

here to further improve the dynamical understanding of

particularly large or persistent ridging events. Possible

future research avenues include investigating how dif-

ferent individual ridge types typically form and develop

in relation to nonlinear Rossby wave breaking, as shown

to be often important in this region for influencing ARs

by Mundhenk et al. (2016) and Hu et al. (2017). While

ridging events were shown to modulate the occurrence

likelihood and landfall location of AR events, the potential
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for ARs themselves to influence ridging persistence

downstream was not examined. In particular, future

research may investigate whether ridging predictability

can be extended by targeting moist processes through

enhanced diabatic heating as a mechanism for Rossby

wave breaking favoring persistent ridging in this region

(e.g., Pfahl et al. 2015; Woollings et al. 2018). Last, lo-

calized SST was found to be related to an enhanced

N-ridge-type frequency (Fig. 7), although this statistical

relationship tends to diminish at longer lead times

(Fig. S9), future research may investigate whether this is

partly related to a physical mechanismwhere warm local

SSTs support an amplified or more persistent ridge on

submonthly time scales (e.g., Swain et al. 2017; Myers

et al. 2018). Meanwhile, remote tropical (west Pacific)

SSTwas found to be related to S- andW-type ridges with

lead times as long as 2 months, reinforcing previous

findings regarding the potential for subseasonal predict-

ability (i.e., Teng and Branstator 2017; Swain et al. 2017).

5. Conclusions

This study has introduced a ridge detection algo-

rithm and identified three dominant ridge types that

strongly impact ARs and precipitation deficits across

the western/southwestern United States. This ridge

detection algorithm can be readily applied to different

reanalysis products and weather/climate models. The

three different ridge types presented here show strong

regionality in terms of how they influence precipitation

deficits, display different long-term variability and trends,

and have different sources of remote predictability.

Separating out different ridge types in this way has

provided insight into the possible extension of pre-

diction skill beyond the weather time scale and into the

S2S time scale, desirable for water resource management

purposes. Future work will evaluate the representation of

these ridge types in operational S2S weather models and

examine existing limits and barriers to extended S2S

forecasting skill.
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